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The “Value Agenda”: Negotiating a Path Between 
Compliance and Critical Practice1  
Karen P. Nicholson Keynote	Address,	Canadian	Libraries	Assessment	Workshop	(CLAW)		Victoria,	B.C.,	October	26,	2017	
Introduction 	Good	morning	everyone,	and	thank	you	for	being	here.	I’d	also	like	to	thank	the	conference	planning	committee	for	the	invitation	to	present	this	keynote;	it’s	an	honour	to	have	been	asked.	And	finally,	I’d	like	to	express	my	gratitude	to	my	awesome	colleagues	Robin	Bergart	and	Dave	Hudson,	from	the	University	of	Guelph,	as	well	as	Maura	Seale,	from	Georgetown,	for	their	generosity	in	providing	me	with	feedback	on	this	talk. 
 I’d	like	to	start	off	by	asking	you	take	a	minute	to	reflect	on	and	then	complete	the	following	statements.	Feel	free	to	jot	down	your	ideas	on	the	paper	provided	at	your	tables	if	it’s	helpful	to	you. 






















































become	increasingly	important	within	the	curriculum.	Rather	than	a	radical	re-orientation	of	higher	education,	the	focus	on	skills	and	training	is	better	understood	as	an	intensification	of	changes	underway	for	some	time	(Saunders,	2010).	The	contemporary	university	is	not	fundamentally	different	from	its	predecessor	then,	but	it	has	been	described	as	“highly	derivative”	(Marginson,	2000,	p.	31). 	The	late	Bill	Readings’	book	The	University	in	Ruins	(1996)	provides	insight	into	the	contemporary	university	as	an	institution	in	decline.	Many	years	ago,	when	I	was	a	doctoral	student	in	Comparative	Literature	at	the	Université	de	Montréal,	Bill	was	my	advisor.	Bill	died	in	a	plane	crash	on	Hallowe’en	at	the	age	of	thirty-four,	almost	twenty-three	years	ago	to	this	day	(and	I	never	finished	that	PhD).	His	book	was	published	posthumously.	In	it,	Bill	argues	that	in	our	contemporary	era	of	neoliberal	globalization,	“the	link	between	the	university	and	the	nation-state	no	longer	holds”	(p.	14).	In	the	19th	century,	the	purpose	of	the	university	was	to	inculcate	a	sense	of	shared	national	identity	and	culture	among	the	people,	the	process	of	Bildung.	Humboldt	University	is	cited	as	an	exemplar	of	this	so-called	University	of	Culture.	In	an	era	when	national	borders	and	identities	have	become	increasingly	fluid,	however,	the	historical	raison-d’être	of	the	university	as	a	guardian	of	culture	is	no	longer	relevant;	the	university	now	exists	as	a	“ruined	institution”	(p.	19,	original	emphasis),	an	“autonomous	bureaucratic	corporation”	(p.	40).	In	the	late	twentieth	century,	the	pursuit	of	Culture,	previously	central	to	the	university	project,	is	replaced	by	the	pursuit	of	Excellence.	Measured	in	terms	of	inputs,	outputs,	and	performance	indicators,	excellence	allows	the	university	to	demonstrate	its	accountability	to	stakeholders.	The	problem,	as	Readings	demonstrates,	however,	is	that	excellence	has	no	tangible	external	referent:	it	refers	only	to	an	endlessly	deferred	signifier,	and	as	a	result,	it	can	effectively	mean	anything—or	nothing.	It	matters	less	and	less	what	is	taught	or	researched,	what	is	measured	or	reported,	only	that	it	is	done	excellently.		 	I’d	like	to	pause	here	and	ask	you	to	share	your	thoughts	about	the	neoliberal	university	at	your	tables.	What	conversations	are	taking	place	on	your	campuses	about	these	issues?	What	evidence,	if	any,	of	corporate	values	and	practices	do	you	see	in	your	work?	Are	your	experiences	consistent	with	or	different	from	those	of	the	librarians	I	interviewed?	 
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Conclusion: Making the Pedagogical More Political 
Contextualizing	the	work	of	assessment	in	academic	libraries	within	the	broader	context	of	accountability	and	audit	helps	to	shed	light	on	the	why	and	the	how	of	this	work.	It	also	helps	to	understand	its	limitations.	In	my	view,	although	we	talk	a	lot	about	measuring	outcomes	and	impact,	measures	that	frame	quality	as	transformation,	the	purpose	of	most	assessment	work	in	libraries	is	to	demonstrate	accountability	or	fitness	for	purpose.	As	Oakleaf	explains	in	the	Value	Report,			 Not	only	does	assessment	give	librarians	a	venue	for	communicating	with	stakeholders,	it	determines	“the	fit”	between	institutional	mission	and	achieved	outcomes…	articulates	effectiveness,	fosters	improvement,	increases	efficiency…	and	demonstrates	accountability.	(ACRL,	2010,	p.	31)		As	someone	whose	work	is	centered	in	information	literacy,	I	see	a	disconnect	between	accountability,	which	requires	us	to	go	for	the	quick	and	dirty	quantitative	measures	that	we	can	easily	report—number	of	classes,	number	of	students	in	those	classes,	perceived	self-efficacy—and	the	kind	of	assessment	strategies	that	would	enable	us	to	measure	our	impact	on	student	learning.	Return	on	investment	makes	sense	as	a	measure	of	value	in	some	areas	of	library	work—when	we’re	talking	about	collection	budgets,	for	example—but	not	when	we	when	we’re	talking	about	student	learning.	I	don’t	mean	to	suggest	that	one	area	of	library	work	is	more	important	than	another,	only	that	a	one-size-fits-all	approach	to	assessment	is	ineffectual	for	measuring	value	and	understanding	impact.	In	this	final	section,	then,	I’ll	offer	some	ideas	on	how	we	might	“take	back”	the	work	of	assessment	in	higher	education	and	“make	the	pedagogical	more	political.” 
 Audit	culture	creates	a	misalignment	or	a	gap	between	our	aspirations	and	our	approaches.	For	example,	we	continue	to	rely	heavily	on	quantitative	methods,	even	when	these	may	not	be	the	most	appropriate,	because	they	are	the	most	expedient.	Lanclos	and	Asher	(2016)	note	that	academic	libraries	spend	“a	great	deal	of	time	and	effort…	attempting	to	measure	things	that…	at	least	appear	to	be	readily	quantifiable”	because	these	methods	and	data	
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serve	“to	make	the	complex	organization	of	a	library	[appear]	more	rational.”	According	to	a	2015	study	(Halpern,	Eaker,	Jackson,	&	Bouquin),	the	most	popular	data	collection	method	employed	by	librarians	and	library	researchers	is	the	survey,	no	doubt	because	it’s	“relatively	easy	to	administer…often	inexpensive	to	deploy”	and	“less	time-consuming	to	analyze”	than	many	other	methods.	Surveys	help	us	to	answer	questions	such	as	how	many?	How	often?	How	much?	They’re	a	practical	tool	for	“measur[ing]	the	impact	of	services	or	collections	[and]	inform	strategies	for	outreach,”	and	they’re	particularly	useful	“when	a	large	number	of	data	points	are	necessary”	(Halpern,	Eaker,	Jackson,	&	Bouquin,	2015).	That	being	said,	as	the	authors	of	the	study	point	out,	“excessive	reliance”	on	quantitative	methods,	and	the	survey	in	particular,	imposes	“limitations	on	what	we	can	know	about	our	field	and	our	users.”	Is	it	possible	that	we	rely	on	the	survey	because	audit	culture	also	imposes	limitations	on	our	ability	to	ask	different	questions	about	our	field	and	our	users?	Lanclos	and	Asher	(2016)	argue	that	because	more	practiced	ethnographic	work	requires	time	and	expertise,	it	“can	feel	risky”	in	a	context	in	which	“cash-strapped,	results-oriented”	library	directors	want	quick,	easy	to	understand	payoffs. 
 It	seems	to	me	the	goal	of	much	user	experience	(UX)	work	in	libraries	also	serves	to	demonstrate	accountability	or	fitness	for	purpose,	despite	the	fact	that	this	work	is	framed	as	enhancing	or	improving	processes	and	often	employs	qualitative	or	mixed	methods.	For	example,	under	the	criterion	of	“value,”	the	University	of	Toronto’s	User	Experience	Toolkit	(Nagel,	2017)	states	“our	sites	must	deliver	value	to	our	users.	For	non-profits,	the	user	experience	must	advance	the	mission.”	Another	website	describes	the	purpose	of	user	experience	work	in	libraries	as	“the	practical	application	of	design	thinking…	to	empower	decision-makers	with	user-centric	strategies	to	better	meet	mission	or	business	goals”	(Schofield,	2015).	(To	be	honest,	I’m	not	sure	I	understand	what	this	means;	there’s	an	awful	lot	of	corporate-speak	in	that	statement,	contrary	to	UX	principles	which,	as	I	understand	them,	advocate	for	using	plain	language.)	I	can’t	help	but	wonder	if	this	accountability	frame	isn’t	a	vestige	of	the	origins	of	UX	as	a	practice	imported	from	the	corporate	sector.	Some	library	websites	suggest	that	making	our	students	and	faculty	“happy”	is	the	new	standard	by	which	user	satisfaction	and	“quality”	service	should	measured.	Steven	Bell	(2016)	recently	wrote,	“libraries	will	never	be	Disneyland,	but	perhaps	we	can	be	the	one	place	in	the	community	that	delivers	the	happiness	experience	on	multiple	levels	by	altering	someone’s	perception	about	the	library	as	a	dull,	painful	
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experience.”	Framing	our	interactions	and	services	as	theme	park	“experiences”	normalizes	corporate	values	and	practices	in	higher	education.	As	John	Buschman	once	wrote,	 
 Aping	business	rhetoric	and	models	doesn’t	save	libraries,	it	transforms	them	into	something	else.	We’re	a	profession	and	an	institution	in	crisis	because	we	have	a	structural	contradiction	between	our	purposes	and	practices	as	they’ve	historically	evolved	and	our	adaptation	to	the	current	environment.	(Buschman,	2004) 
 It’s	not	my	intention	to	debase	the	good	UX	work	that	is	being	done	in	our	libraries	nor	do	I	want	our	users	to	be	unhappy	or	frustrated	by	their	interactions	with	us.	But	I	do	want	to	draw	attention	to	the	gap,	the	“structural	contradiction”	(Buschman,	2004)	between	our	values,	our	stated	purpose,	and	our	practice.	Lanclos	and	Asher	(2016)	describe	the	current	state	of	UX	work	in	libraries	as	“ethnographish,”	that	is	to	say,	inspired	by	ethnographic	methods	but	superficial	in	approach.	This	work	often	focuses	on	finding	quick	solutions	to	known	problems	using	“pre-packaged	‘off-the-shelf’	methods.”	And	while	they	acknowledge	that	“in	many	cases,”	ethnographish	studies	have	produced	“real	insights”	leading	to	better	libraries,	these	studies	haven’t	decreased	our	reliance	on	quantitative	methods	of	data	collection.	In	contrast,	Lanclos	and	Asher	claim,	“more	widespread	and	deeply	practiced…	ethnographic	approaches,”	which	offer	alternatives	to	metrics,	would	allow	for	a	“transformative	moment…wherein	libraries	can	actually	be	thought	about	and	experienced	differently,	not	just	rearranged.”	 
 I	wish	we	spent	more	time	inquiring	into	how	students	are	learning	and	changing	as	a	result	of	the	time	they	spend	with	us	and	less	into	their	customer	satisfaction	with	these	interactions.	These	two	orientations,	library	as	educational	institution	and	library	as	business,	seem	incompatible	to	me.	To	me,	learning	is	about	being	challenged,	curious,	inspired,	puzzled,	enlightened,	empowered—and	yes,	even	frustrated.	It	can’t	always	be	“frictionless.”	 
 I	don’t	mean	to	suggest	that	I’ve	got	this	whole	assessment	thing	figured	out.	My	team2	has	an	assessment	strategy	and	a	plan	for	managing	our	data.	We	do	use	a	curriculum	mapping																																																									2	While	I	recognize	the	use	of	“team”	here	sounds	very	corporate,	the	term	is	accurate:	the	University	of	Guelph	Library	is	structured	according	to	functional	work	teams,	and	the	name	of	the	group	I	manage	is	the	“Information	Literacy	Team.”		
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strategy	that	allows	us	to	prioritize	our	outreach	efforts	and	see	where	we’re	engaging	with	students	in	their	programs	and	where	we’re	not,	what	percentage	of	students	we	reach	in	a	given	program,	and	how	well	our	activities	align	with	our	strategy.	I	was	reminded	yesterday	when	I	came	in	from	the	airport	with	my	colleague	Ron	Ward	that	at	the	University	of	Guelph	Library	we	also	experimented	for	a	time	with	logic	models,	an	initiative	I	found	valuable	(albeit	tricky)	because	it	forces	you	start	by	identifying	desired	impacts	and	outcomes	instead	of	focusing	on	current	outputs	or	activities.	Logic	models	also	ask	you	to	consider	the	alignment	between	your	intended	outcomes,	your	outputs,	and	your	inputs,	a	focus	that	can	help	to	identify	insufficient	resources	or	inappropriate	assessment	strategies.	But	for	the	most	part,	my	team	and	I	continue	to	report	numbers	of	classes	taught,	numbers	of	students	in	attendance,	hits	on	guides,	measures	of	perceived	self-efficacy,	etc.		Gathering	and	reporting	data,	qualitative	or	quantitative,	is	important.	It	matters	to	my	team	because	it	allows	us	to	document	our	work	and	talk	to	administrators	about	the	value	of	that	work	in	ways	that	are	useful	to	them.	It	allows	us	to	be	accountable.	It	also	allows	us	to	be	strategic,	to	identify	gaps	and	opportunities.	I	was	thinking	just	the	other	day	that	by	using	the	statistical	data	we	already	track	to	identify	peak	periods	of	teaching	activity,	as	opposed	to	total	number	of	classes	taught	across	an	entire	semester	or	year,	I	might	be	able	to	make	a	stronger	case	for	hiring	another	IL	librarian,	given	that	our	staffing	has	decreased	even	as	the	number	of	students	at	Guelph	and	our	IL	classes	and	consultations	continue	to	increase.	 
 Having	these	tools	and	strategies	in	place	also	means	the	information	literacy	team	can	spend	less	time	counting	and	reporting	and	more	time	on	work	we	believe	has	a	different	kind	of	value,	work	that	we	hope	will	have	a	lasting	impact	on	our	students,	such	as	developing	more	critical	approaches	to	teaching	information	literacy.	We’re	trying	to	“resist…	the	utilitarian	turn	of	the	neoliberal	university	by	changing	the	ways	that	our	work—and	our	time—counts	and	is	counted”	(Nicholson,	2016,	p.	32).	To	this	end,	we’ve	grounded	our	work	in	a	theoretical	framework	(Lupton	&	Bruce,	2010)	that	allows	us	to	see	information	literacy	as	a	continuum,	as	an	array	of	generic,	situated,	and	transformative	practices.	We	build	how-to	guides	and	develop	short	videos	that	support	generic	skills	but	we	also	work	within	the	curriculum	to	help	students	develop	competencies	and	aptitudes	
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“not	for	the	workplace	but	for	the	academy	(Nicholson,	2016,	p.	32,	original	emphasis).	We’re	engaging	with	the	ACRL	Framework	to	be	more	intentional	about	helping	students	to	develop	a	more	critical	approach	to	the	consumption	and	production	of	information.	We’re	also	committed	to	exploring	alternative	spaces	outside	of	the	curriculum	within	which	to	engage	students	and	faculty	on	issues	of	global	information	justice	and	civic	responsibility,	“even	when	these	activities	aren’t	seen	to	count	as	much	as	fifty	minutes	in	the	classroom”	(Nicholson,	2016,	p.	32).	In	sum,	we’re	trying	to	negotiate	a	path	between	compliance	and	critical	practice,	trying	to	take	a	more	critical	approach	to	assessment,	trying	to	make	the	pedagogical	more	political.			In	closing,	I	hope	this	talk	will	inspire	you,	over	the	next	two	days	in	Victoria	and	beyond,	to	consider	critical	approaches	to	the	work	of	assessment,	in	addition	to	those	that	are	merely	tangible	and	practical.		Thank	you. 
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